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Abstract: This research focused on the design of a distributed approach using consensus theory to
find an optimal solution of the economic dispatch problem (EDP) by considering the quadratic cost
function along with the valve-point effect of generators and renewable energy systems (RESs). A
distributed consensus approach is presented for the optimal economic dispatch under a complex
valve-point effect by accounting for solar energy in addition to conventional power plants. By
employing the beta distribution function and communication topology between generators, a new
optimality condition for the dispatch problem was formulated. A novel distributed updation law for
generation by considering the communication between generators was provided to deal with the
valve-point effect. The convergence of the proposed updation law was proved analytically using
Lyapunov stability and graph theory. An algorithm for ensuring a distributed economic dispatch via
conventional power plants, integrated with solar energy, was addressed. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, a distributed nonlinear EDP approach for dealing with the valve-point loading issue
via nonlinear incremental costs has been addressed for the first time. The designed approach was
simulated for benchmark systems with and without a generation capacity constraint, and the results
were compared with the existing centralized and distributed strategies.

Keywords: consensus; distributed algorithm; economic dispatch problem; renewable energy sources;
incremental cost; non-smooth cost function; optimization; valve-point loading effect

1. Introduction

In recent years, great attention has been given to the study and development of opti-
mization techniques; see, for instance [1–5]. One of the fundamental optimization problems
in power systems is deciding the output power of generation facilities that minimizes the
total generation cost, which is commonly referred to as the economic dispatch problem
(EDP). The EDP has been widely investigated since the advent of computers, and efforts
have been focused on developing centralized optimization algorithms [6,7]. Particle swarm
optimization (PSO) is the most popular among other metaheuristic techniques, despite the
fact that it may not converge to an optimal solution in the case of the non-convex power
system optimization problem [8]. Inspired by PSO, economic dispatch algorithms were
investigated by considering generation constraints [9] and wind power uncertainty [10].
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The consideration of the valve-point effect (VPE), resulting from the sequential opening
of control valves in thermal power plants, makes the cost function highly nonlinear. Due
to the VPE, some ripples float over the cost function, which may be modeled as rectified
sine waves. Different techniques are well-established in the literature for solving complex
EDP considering the VPE. A genetic algorithm with a multi-parent crossover solution for
the EDP with the VPE was presented in [11]. The coalescence of incremental rates and bee
colony optimization methods were used in [12]. The authors in [13] used the iterative piece-
wise linear function approximation and mixed integer programming to find an optimal
solution, and the obtained solution was then improved using the nonlinear programming
models. In [14] (see also [15]), a multi-population-based differential evolution algorithm
was applied to optimize the cost function with the VPE. All of these approaches for solving
the EDP with the VPE are centralized and require a central controller to receive information
from available nodes.

Emerging technologies of renewable energy resources (RESs), such as solar energy,
wind energy, and hydro-power, have influenced researchers to devise methods to solve the
EDP, considering integrated power plants. Authors in [16] have exploited PSO, Newton–
Raphson, and binary integer programming methods for finding a combined optimized
solution for solar integrated power systems. The work of [17] considered a modified
genetic algorithm for the consideration of thermal power cost optimization along with
wind–solar constraints for a reduction in toxic emissions. The concept of a multi-generation
system based on photovoltaic cells along with a battery system for the cost of energy
optimization was revealed in [18]. To attain a low-carbon economic dispatch, through
the consideration of bio-gas, wind, and solar sources, the work of [19] considered the
stochastic optimization approach. The methods of [20,21] accounted for low-carbon energy
optimization under various constraints by considering uncertainties in solar irradiance
and energy efficiency, respectively. The major common concern in the above-mentioned
algorithms [11–14,17–21] is that these methods apply a central dispatching facility, which
gathers data of all generation nodes and gives a dispatch command to all nodes accordingly.
The centralized approaches have several concerns, such as a single-point of failure (if the
central node fails), system insecurity as the central processor can be vulnerable to cyber-
attacks), and time-delays (due to the communication of all nodes with a central dispatch
center). In addition, these centralized optimization methods have privacy of data issues in
a competitive environment, increase the business of the main server due to requests from
all generating nodes, and have computational issues due to a central facility. Owing to
these shortcomings, efforts have been devoted in the recent era to investigate distributed
techniques, as observed in [22–29].

Recently, the cooperative control of multiagent systems (MASs) has been widely
investigated and the EDP has transformed into the consensus of MASs. Some recent works
on applying consensus theory to resolve the EDP in a distributed manner were discussed
in [30–35]. Authors in [36] showed that the distributed EDP is solvable, and an optimal
solution can be obtained if the incremental costs (ICs) of all generation facilities reach an
agreement. In [37], a fully distributed control strategy was designed using two-level control
through an upper level for discovering the reference of optimal power generation and a
lower level for reference tracking. The method in [38] utilized stochastic programming
along with robust and distributed optimization methods to minimize the overall cost of all
generation units, including uncertain and intermittent renewable generations. The work
in [39] developed a distributed scheme via an alternating direction method of multipliers
for resolving the EDP. To address communication delays, it was studied in [40] that a
discrete-time consensus approach should be adopted because information flows discretely
through the underlying communication network. A distributed consensus strategy for EDP
with communication delays was presented in [41]. Adaptive consensus-based strategies for
EDP under communication uncertainties were designed in [42,43]. Based on the literature
review, a brief detail of different areas considered in the existing works is provided in
Table 1. Most of the attention in the above-mentioned literature is paid to minimizing a
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quadratic cost function, which is a smooth and convex function. An attempt to solve
EDP-VPE using a distributed consensus approach was presented in [44], where piece-
wise linear approximation was used for each nonlinear region. Approximation results
in a loss of information, and the consideration of multiple regions makes this approach
highly conservative.

This paper deals with a distributed cooperative optimization (rather than the conven-
tional central optimization) approach for the economic dispatch by considering thermal
generators under the VPE and a solar energy system for attaining low-carbon footprints.
A new algorithm for dispatching the powers economically by employing the beta dis-
tribution function for solar irradiance and by considering a smart-grid via cooperation
and communication between generators through graph theory has been revealed. Here,
a consensus-based distributed algorithm was designed to solve the EDP with a quadratic
cost function and VPE, which takes the generator’s output power as the consensus update
variable and local power mismatch as the feedback variable. It was shown that updating the
generators’ output power in the consensus-based optimization protocol ultimately results
in a consensus of the proposed modified ICs with the VPE under an initial supply–demand
balance assumption according to RESs. The authors further improved the distributed algo-
rithm to deal with the generation capacity constraint by adding a power limit compensation
factor and by omitting the initial supply–demand balance restriction. It was shown that
the proposed algorithms are able to solve the EDP with or without the generator capacity
constraint, while the power demand and supply is balanced in addition to the consideration
of RESs. The novel contributions of the presented work are four-fold:

1. Optimality Condition under VPE: A new optimality condition for the EDP under the
VPE of power plants, integrated with solar energy (for the distributed optimization
case), was revealed via the Lagrangian method. In contrast to existing conditions [2,
30,33,36,42,43,45,46], the proposed conditions employ modified ICs with the VPE,
and can be applied to more complicated scenarios of the EDP for considering the VPE.

2. Distributed Dispatching Strategy: A novel distributed approach for the optimal solution
of the EDP under the VPE and solar energy is proposed. To the best of our knowledge,
a distributed method by considering the communication topology between generators,
without requiring a central dispatch facility, under the nonlinear handling of the VPE,
has been provided for the first time. In contrast to central methods [11–14,17–21,36,47,
48], the proposed distributed approach applies a smart-grid concept for cooperation
between agents, which supports plug-and-play, privacy of data, a simple generator-
level handling of the dispatch, and better security against cyber attacks. As opposed to
existing centralized strategies in [11–14,17–21], the design of a distributed consensus
algorithm avoids single-point failure, ensures the minimum interaction between
nodes, reduces the computation burden, reduces lags due to the central facility and
promotes the flexible use of communication resources.

3. Convergence of Algorithm: An analytical convergence analysis of the proposed method
was performed under VPE constraints, in contrast to the conventional distributed
methods [2,30,33,36,42,43,45,46]. The optimal convergence of the proposed approach
was guaranteed via analysis through Lyapunov stability theory, dynamics of modified
ICs, modified ICs consensus, generation dynamics analysis, and properties of graph
theory, which are non-trivial in the analysis.

4. Consideration of Clean Energy: The integration of solar energy sources with conventional
thermal power plants has a substantial influence on the cost and emission reduction,
which was considered in this study, in contrast with the conventional (distributed)
methods [2,30,33,36,42,43,45,46]. The incorporation of green energy sources has a
favorable ecological impact and helps conventionally fuelled power plants to achieve
better carbon trade-offs, resulting in lower carbon penalties imposed by environmental
regulatory authorities. Furthermore, the application of renewable energy plays an
important role in stabilizing state GDP because fuel imports are cut significantly.
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Based on these contributions, the proposed approach can be applied for attaining the
advantages of the distributed EDP (rather than the central EDP), along with the challenges
of the VPE constraint and low-carbon footprints. However, the adaptation of this approach
will require smart infrastructure at generating units, including communication devices,
smart meters, and real-time computational facilities. The simulation was accomplished
on two benchmark test systems, i.e., a ten-unit system and forty-unit system, to validate
the theoretical results, and a comparison was provided with the existing centralized and
distributed approaches. In comparison to [36,47,48], the proposed consensus algorithm
gives a better optimal cost and requires less CPU time.

The remaining paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the mathematical back-
ground of algebraic graphs and consensus in MASs is reviewed. The description of the
problem is provided in Section 3. In Section 4, a distributed algorithm for the EDP consider-
ing the VPE, with and without the generation capacity constraint, is proposed. In Section 5,
simulation results and comparisons are provided to validate the effectiveness of the algo-
rithm. Finally, a conclusion is provided to conclude the article.

Table 1. Area of research considered in existing works.

Area of Research Considered Works Limitations

Methods with VPE [11–14] Mostly central optimization

Methods concerning RESs [17–21] Mostly central optimization

Distributed EDP methods [2,30,33,36,42,43,45,46] Mostly ignore VPE and RESs

2. Preliminaries

Before presenting a detailed analysis of the proposed algorithm, a mathematical
background of algebraic graph theory and the consensus of first-order MASs is provided.

2.1. Graph Theory

In a networked system, agents are represented as nodes and the communication
between nodes is represented by edges. A graph is defined as G = {V, E}, where V is the
set of nodes, and E is the set of edges. An undirected edge Eij in the network is denoted
by an unordered pair of vertices (vi, vj). The degree of a vertex in an undirected graph
is the total number of edges associated with it. For simplicity, it is assumed that there
are no self-loops and that the graph is connected [36]. Two important associated matrices
with graphs are the adjacency matrix A = [aij]N×N and Laplacian matrix L = [lij]N×N . We
consider that aij = aji = 1 if i and j are connected; otherwise, aij = 0. The entries of the
Laplacian matrix are taken as lij = −aij, i 6= j and lii = −∑N

j=1,j 6=i aij, which ensures the

diffusion that ∑N
j=1 lij = 0. The following lemma is required to prove the main results.

Lemma 1 ([36]). 1. The Laplacian matrix for a connected undirected graph has a zero eigenvalue
and the remaining eigenvalues are positive.

2. The second least eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix, denoted by λo(L), validates the following

condition: λo(L) ≤ xT Lx
xT x .

2.2. Consensus of First-Order MASs

The consensus protocol in MASs is defined as follows [49].
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ẋi(t) = ui(t),

ui(t) =
N

∑
j=1,j 6=i

aij(xj(t)− xi(t))

= −
N

∑
j=1

lijxj(t),

(1)

where ui(t) is referred to as the control signal, xi(t) is the state vector, which can represent
a physical quantity, aij is the adjacency matrix entries, and lij is the Laplacian matrix entries.
Consensus in multi-agents is achieved if the following holds.

lim
t→∞
‖ xi(t)− xj(t) ‖= 0, ∀i, j = 1, 2, · · · , N. (2)

An interesting result on the consensus of multi-agents is established in [50] as follows.

Lemma 2. Consensus in multi-agents can be achieved for a connected undirected graph if the
following condition holds.

lim
t→∞
‖ xi(t)− x∗(t) ‖= 0, ∀i, j = 1, 2, · · · , N, (3)

where x∗(t) = 1
N ∑N

k=1 xk(t) represents the average value of states of all agents.

3. System Description

We assumed a network of N generating facilities working cooperatively to achieve
an optimal power dispatch in a power system or smart-grid. To this end, a quadratic cost
function without the VPE for each generation facility was assumed, which is given as
follows.

Ci = ai + biPi + ciP2
i . (4)

Thermal power plants apply a stream to run turbines, which are controlled sequentially
through the opening of stream valves. This opening of valves is needed to increase the
generation of a unit. However, the effect of this valve opening (namely, VPE) causes a
nonlinear rippling effect at the cost function. Hence, a practical generating unit cannot
have a simple quadratic cost function, leading to a highly nonlinear EDP. Including the
VPE into the quadratic cost function leads to the following.

Cvpe
i = ai + biPi + ciP2

i + |ei sin( fi(Pmin
i − Pi))|, (5)

where ai, bi, ci, ei, fi > 0 are cost function coefficients, Pi represents the output power of the
ith generator, Pmin

i is the lower bound of the generation capacity and |ei sin( fi(Pmin
i − Pi))|

is the VPE in the cost function. The difference in cost functions (4) and (5) is depicted in
Figure 1.

The below mathematical strategy may be employed to estimate the expense of photo-
voltaic energy (PE) production.

CSC = ∑NSUs
s=1 RP,s ×MiGs. (6)

Under this scenario, CSC represents the cost of solar energy, whereas NSUs and RP,s
represent the number of solar panels and power, respectively. It is evident from Figure 1 that
(4) is a convex function whereas (5) is a nonlinear, non-smooth, and non-convex function,
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which, in turn, inherits the difficulty in devising an optimization algorithm to solve the
EDP subject to the VPE. The total cost of the power generation is given by

Cvpe
T = (

N

∑
i=1

Cvpe
i ) + CSC. (7)

Pmin Pmax

Cost function with valve point effect

Cost function without valve point effect

Power Output (MW)

F
u

e
l 

C
o

st
 (
$
/M

W
h
)

Figure 1. The cost function with and without valve-point effect.

The research objective was to minimize the total generation cost by considering the
valve-point loading effect under the constraint that the power demand and generation
must be balanced; that is,

min
N

∑
i=1

Cvpe
i

s.t. PD =
N

∑
i=1

Pi + RP,s,

(8)

where PD is the total power demand. Sunlight rays, surrounding temperatures, and the
efficiency characteristics of the photovoltaic panel all have a substantial effect on solar
power production. Here, we incorporated the beta distribution function (BDF) to calculate
the energy production, and the BDF was used to describe solar energy mathematically.

BDFβ(B) =


D(F+ G)

D(F)D(G)
× BF−1(1− B)G−1

f or 0 6 B 6 1, F > 0, G > 0

0 Otherwise

(9)

where D and G are the parameters of BDFβ. We can write this function in terms of mean X

and standard deviation Z.

F = X

(
X(X+ 1)

Z2 − 1
)

, (10)

Y = (1− X)

((
X(X+ 1)

Z2 − 1
))

. (11)
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As said before, the following model can be used to predict how solar radiation and
ambient temperature would affect the solar output.

RP(t) = Nsrs ×Nparl [RP(SC)× R(t)rad
Srad.SC

× [1−Θ× (Ucel −Ucel.SC)]]], (12)

Ucel = Uambt +
R(t)rad
Rrad.stc

× (Unrml.temp − 20). (13)

Assumption 1. The communication topology between generators is connected.

Assumption 2. The initial condition of generators is such that ∑N
i=1 Pi(0) + RP,s = PD.

An important constraint for generators is the capacity constraint, which is given by
Pmin

i ≤ Pi ≤ Pmax
i , where Pmin

i and Pmax
i represent the minimum and maximum generation

limits of the ith generator.

4. Main Results

Before presenting the main algorithm, conventional and proposed definitions of IC for
generators are given.

Definition 1. The incremental cost of the ith generator (by ignoring the VPE) is given by

ηi =
∂Ci
∂Pi

= bi + 2ciPi, i = 1, · · · , N. (14)

Definition 2. The incremental cost of the ith generator by incorporating the VPE has the form

ηi, f =
∂Cvpe

i
∂Pi

= bi + 2ciPi − fi(gi)ei cos ( fi(Pmin
i − Pi)), (15)

where gi = sin( fi(Pmin
i − Pi)).

For dealing with the VPE, we applied the modified definition of ICs in Definition 2.
Based on this modified definition, the EDP was resolved via the application of ηi, f rather
than conventional ηi. Equation (15) can also be written in a convenient form as

ηi, f =
∂Cvpe

i
∂Pi

= ηi + φi, (16)

where φi = − fi(gi)ei cos( fi(Pmin
i − Pi)).

Note that the above condition provides the relation between the conventional IC and
the modified IC for the issue of the VPE. The proposed Definition 2 can be interesting as it
can be applied to deal with the EDP for addressing the non-convex valve-point loading
effect.

Remark 1. An expression for IC with the VPE was derived in the recent interesting and motivating
study of [44]. This condition is given as ηi, f = bi + 2ciPi + fiei cos(mod( fi(Pmin

i − Pi), π)),
which is also equivalent to the present case of (15). However, the expression (15) is more convenient
than the above condition as the signum function is better to understand, realize, and implement. It is
also even easier to approximate than the MOD function. Due to this difficulty in [44], the definition
provided in [44] for IC with the VPE is based on a piece-wise linear approximation of the mentioned
MOD-based expression. The resultant approach for this approximation is conservative due to the
loss of information owing to linearization. Furthermore, it is also difficult to design and implement
due to the consideration of several regions. The switching between these regions may also cause a
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discontinuous operation, which can be fatal. The present work is based on the nonlinear and more
relevant Definition 2, which does not have conservatism as observed in [44].

4.1. Proposed Optimality Condition

The optimization problem (8) can have an optimal solution if the conditions in
Lemma 3 are satisfied.

Lemma 3. The optimal solution of EDP with the VPE and RESs as in (8) can be obtained if

ηi + φi = ηj + φj (17)

and
N

∑
i=1

Pi + RP,s = PD. (18)

Proof. Using the Lagrange multiplier method, the Lagrange function for (8) was con-
structed as

L(Pi, λ) =
N

∑
i=1

Cvpe
i + λ(PD −

N

∑
i=1

Pi − RP,s), (19)

where λ is the Lagrange multiplier. By the application of (5), we attain

L(Pi, λ) =
N

∑
i=1

ai + biPi + ciP2
i + |ei sin( fi(Pmin

i − Pi))|+ λ(PD −
N

∑
i=1

Pi − RP,s). (20)

Differentiating L(Pi, λ) with respect to Pi leads to

∂L
∂Pi

= bi + 2ciPi − fi(gi)ei cos( fi(Pmin
i − Pi))− λ. (21)

Putting the derivative equal to zero for achieving an optimality condition, we have

ηi + φi − λ = 0,

ηi + φi = λ.
(22)

The above equation shows that all IC with the VPE should be equal to a constant. Therefore,
we can say that

ηi + φi = ηj + φj, ∀i, j = 1, · · · , N. (23)

In addition, taking the derivative of L(Pi, λ) with respect to the Lagrange multiplier
produces

∂L
∂λ

= PD −
N

∑
i=1

Pi − RP,s. (24)

Putting the derivative equal to zero leads to

N

∑
i=1

Pi + RP,s = PD. (25)

This completes our proof.

Remark 2. The conventional distributed IC consensus method [36] (see also [45,46]) does not
consider the VPE. Therefore, it has φi = 0, ∀i = 1, · · · , N. By using this condition in the proposed
optimality condition of Lemma 3, the generalized optimal condition in (17) reduces to

ηi = ηj, ∀i, j = 1, · · · , N. (26)
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Hence, the proposed condition in Lemma 3 is the generalization of the conventional condition.
Our approach supports the use of the VPE for attaining coherency between generators for an effective
cost minimization.

4.2. Proposed Consensus-Based Optimization Protocol

IC with the VPE contains nonlinearity, which is difficult to handle and update in
a consensus protocol. Therefore, we proposed a novel consensus-based optimization
protocol using power generation Pi and updated it to reach the consensus of ICs with the
VPE. The designed consensus protocol is as follows.

Ṗi =c
N

∑
j=1

aij(bi + 2ciPi − fi(gi)ei cos( fi(Pmin
i − Pi)) (27)

− bj − 2cjPj + f j(gj)ej cos( f j(Pmin
j − Pj))),

with the initial condition ∑N
i=1 Pi(0) + RP,s = PD. For the novel proposed method (27),

the following condition in Theorem 1 provides the optimal solution of the EDP (8).

Theorem 1. Consider N distributed generators with generations Pi, ∀i = 1, · · · , N, with indi-
vidual cost functions (5)–(6) under the VPE, connected via a graph of Assumption 1, validating
Assumption 2. The proposed optimization protocol (27) for c < 0 under 2ci > f 2

i ei will ensure the
optimal convergence of Pi to P∗i , where P∗i is an optimal solution of the problem (8).

Proof. Using the cost functions in (5)–(6), IC with the VPE is calculated as in (15). Expand-
ing (15) leads to

ηi, f =


bi + 2ciPi − fiei cos( fi(Pmin

i − Pi)), gi > 0,
bi + 2ciPi, gi = 0,
bi + 2ciPi + fiei cos( fi(Pmin

i − Pi)), gi < 0.
(28)

Taking the time-derivative, we have

η̇i, f =


2ci Ṗi − f 2

i ei sin( fi(Pmin
i − Pi))Ṗi, g > 0,

2ci Ṗi, g = 0,
2ci Ṗi + f 2

i ei sin( fi(Pmin
i − Pi))Ṗi, g < 0.

(29)

After combining all of these piece-wise functions, we have a generalized dynamics of IC
with the VPE as follows.

η̇i, f = (2ci − f 2
i eigi(gi))Ṗi. (30)

Equation (30) can also be written as

η̇i, f = s(t, Pi)Ṗi, (31)

where s(t, Pi) = 2ci − f 2
i eigi(gi). It is important to note that the following condition must

be satisfied for a guaranteed consensus (which can be relaxed, to be discussed later)—
2ci > f 2

i ei—to make s(t, Pi) > 0. From (31), we have

Ṗi =
η̇i, f

s(t, Pi)
, (32)

which indicates that the dynamics of IC with the VPE and dynamics of power generation
depend on each other; that is, Ṗi ∝ η̇i, f . By multiplying s(t, Pi) on both sides in (27) and
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writing in terms of IC with the VPE, we can convert the generation dynamics into dynamics
of IC with the VPE via

η̇i, f = cs(t, Pi)
N

∑
j=1

aij(ηi, f − ηj, f ). (33)

This indicates that the design of the EDP protocol using Pi can ultimately result in the
consensus of ICs with the VPE. In (33), s(t, Pi) is a time-dependent variable. This variable
can be transformed into a linear parameter variable (LPV) model as follows [51].

s(t, Pi) = Θi, where Θi ∈ [Θmin, Θmax]. (34)

Hence, by the application of LPV model, the relation (33) becomes

η̇i, f = cΘi

N

∑
j=1

aij(ηi, f − ηj, f ). (35)

Now, we develop the consensus error dynamics of ICs with the VPE. Let the error
εi = ηi, f − η̄ as the consensus error, where η̄ = ∑N

j=1
1

ΘjΘ
ηj, f and Θ = ∑N

i=1
1

Θi
. As per

Lemma 2, the consensus between ICs with the VPE will be achieved if this consensus error
converges to zero. For constructing the error dynamics, we take the time-derivative of this
error as follows.

ε̇i = η̇i, f −
N

∑
j=1

1
ΘjΘ

η̇j, f . (36)

Applying (35) leads to

ε̇i = cΘi

N

∑
j=1

aij(ηi.j − ηj, f )−
c
Θ

N

∑
j=1

N

∑
k=1

ajk(ηj, f − ηk, f ). (37)

The term ∑N
j=1 ∑N

k=1 ajk(ηj, f − ηk, f ) reduces to zero, and we are left with

ε̇i = cΘi

N

∑
j=1

aij(ηi, f − ηj, f ), (38)

which can be further written as

ε̇i = cΘi

N

∑
j=1

aij(ηi, f − η̄ + η̄ − ηj, f ). (39)

The compact form of the error dynamics is attained as follows.

ε̇i = cΘi

N

∑
j=1

aij(εi − ε j) = cΘi

N

∑
j=1

lijε j. (40)

After attaining the error dynamics for ICs with the VPE, we show that this error
converges to the origin. This convergence is required to attain the first optimization
condition in Lemma 3. In addition, we also show that the supply–demand condition
also holds. The conditions for the consensus of ICs with the VPE and supply–demand
balance are investigated in Appendix A. By the application of Lemma 3, the proposed
consensus-based optimization protocol (27) guarantees the convergence of Pi to the optimal
solution P∗i of (8). This completes the proof.

Remark 3. To solve the optimization problem using the consensus protocol designed according to
Theorem 1, a Lagrangian method approach was used to derive the optimal conditions for the issue
of the VPE. Since the optimization problem is non-convex, this implies that there may be multiple
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optimal solutions based on the initial point. This necessitates that the initial point should be chosen
carefully to drive the solution to an optimum value. Therefore, we suggest applying this algorithm
for fine-tuning. The conventional distributed optimization methods, by ignoring the VPE, can be
applied for the initial solution, while the presented method can be used for fine tuning. Moreover,
if different operational constraints are considered, then these constraints will drive the solution
towards the global one.

Remark 4. In Theorem 1, a distributed consensus-based algorithm is designed to dispatch power
in a distributed manner in the presence of the VPE and RESs. This is different from conventional
distributed strategies as they only consider a quadratic cost function [30,33,36,42,43,45,46].

Remark 5. Conventional distributed approaches use IC as the consensus protocol variable [30,33,
36,42,43,45,46]. In our approach, a modified IC with the VPE was taken as the consensus variable.
In addition, the protocol’s update variable was also different (power generation Pi). The inclusion of
the VPE in ICs and variation in the protocol update variable for (27) led us to apply the proposed
distributed approach for a complex objective function with the valve-point loading effect.

Remark 6. In this approach, the LPV model was used to transform a time-dependent variable
through s(t, Pi) = Θi, where Θi ∈ [Θmin, Θmax] to reach the consensus of ICs with the VPE.
The proposed optimization protocol is different from the existing studies, as it contains highly
nonlinear terms as fi(gi)ei cos( fi(Pmin

i − Pi)) and f j(gj)ej cos( f j(Pmin
j − Pj)), rather than linear

terms as in [30,33,36,42,43,45,46]. These terms appeared due to a novel distributed optimization
scenario of the VPE, which was considered in the present study. It should also be noted that
optimization analysis for a highly nonlinear protocol (27) is also a challenging research task.
The presented proof required the generation and IC dynamics with valve-point nonlinearities, LPV
modeling, and LPV-based modified IC dynamics. Even the presented Lyapunov function and stability
analysis are based on the LPV parameter Θi.

Remark 7. In the presented EDP approach of Theorem 1, we require 2ci > f 2
i ei making s(t, Pi) >

0, which is a limitation of the proposed method. As s(t, Pi) = 2ci− f 2
i eigi(gi) for gi = sin( fi(Pmin

i −
Pi)), the sign of gi can be either positive or negative (with unity gain). Usually, we have ci > 0, and
the further negative sign of gi will also contribute towards s(t, Pi) > 0. Therefore, the term s(t, Pi)
can have a positive value for most of the time, even if 2ci > f 2

i ei is not validated. The expected
values of Θi for i = 1, ..., N can be positive, resulting in the consensus of expected values of the
modified ICs. A simulation study is also provided in the next section to demonstrate the relaxation
of the constraint 2ci > f 2

i ei. The simulation comparison demonstrated that the presented approach
is still better than the conventional distributed optimization schemes.

Remark 8. The problem of an optimal dispatch under the complex nonlinear VPE without any
linearization is formulated in the framework of distributed consensus-based optimization. To the best
of our knowledge, a nonlinear consensus-based distributed approach for the EDP under the VPE for
smart-grid applications has been formulated for the first time. The proof of convergence analysis was
provided, which is a non-trivial research problem for a distributed strategy. The problem becomes
complicated as a central processor and the collection of information to the central unit were relaxed
in our study.

To solve the EDP subject to the VPE in a distributed manner, the proposed distributed
algorithm is summarized in steps in Algorithm 1. The proposed approaches in Theorem 1
and Algorithm 1 will remain valid as long as Assumption 2 is valid from the communication
graph topology point of view. However, if a graph has more connections, the convergence
of the algorithm can be faster. It should also be noted that the convergence of the proposed
optimization protocol (27) can be improved by increasing the magnitude of c; however, it
can also amplify the noise effects.
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm to solve EDP with VPE and RESs
Input: PD − RP,s, aij
Output: Pi

1 Initialize generator parameters: ai, bi, ci, ei, fi, Pmin
i , Pmax

i , and tolerance τ.
2 Set initial generations according to ∑N

i=1 Pi(0) + RP,s = PD.
3 Choose c < 0.
4 while |∑ aij(ηi, f − ηj, f )| > τ do
5 Each unit computes IC with VPE given by

ηi, f = bi + 2ciPi − fi(gi)ei cos( fi(Pmin
i − Pi)).

6 All generation units share

bi + 2ciPi − fi(gi)ei cos( fi(Pmin
i − Pi))

with neighbours according to underlying communication topology.
7 Each generator updates Pi according to (27).

8 End If |∑ aij(ηi, f − ηj, f )| ≤ τ.

4.3. Extension to Generator’s Capacity Constraints

The consensus protocol in (27) does not take the generator’s capacity constraint into
account, and is hence unable to solve the EDP with the VPE in the presence of the capacity
limit constraint. For this protocol to be able to solve this optimization problem, a power
limit compensation factor along with a conditional statement for regulating the generation
constraint was added. The proposed protocol (27) can be modified as follows.

Ṗi = 0, if Pi ≤ Pmin
i ,

Ṗi = c
N
∑

j=1
aij(ηi, f − ηj, f ) + δi,

Ṗi = 0, if Pi ≥ Pmax
i ,

ifPmax
i ≥ Pi ≥ Pmin

i , (41)

where δ = −c0∆Pi, and c0 > 0. The term ∆Pi represents an estimation of the power
mismatch for the ith generation facility, computed via local knowledge. The estimate of
the local power mismatch can be determined by the use of the local communication of
neighboring units.

5. Simulation Results and Discussions
5.1. Simulation

In this subsection, the designed distributed algorithm is simulated, with and without
the generation capacity constraint, to validate the results of the designed strategy. The sim-
ulations were carried out on an Intel Core i7− 3520M CPU @ 2.90 GHz processor equipped
with 4 GB RAM. For the sake of numerical simulation, two benchmark test systems were
selected. One was the ten-unit system with PD = 2000 MW, and the other was the forty-
unit system with PD = 10500 MW. The data set for both test systems was taken from [48].
The unit data for the ten-unit system is depicted in Table 2. The communication topol-
ogy graph for generators in the case of the ten-unit system is shown in Figure 2. For the
forty-unit system, a randomly generated connected graph was considered.
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Figure 2. Communication topology graph for a ten-unit system.

Table 2. Unit data for ten-unit system.

Unit Pmin
i Pmax

i ai bi ci ei fi

1 10 55 1000.403 40.5407 0.12951 33 0.0174

2 20 80 950.606 39.5804 0.10908 25 0.0178

3 47 120 900.705 36.5104 0.12511 32 0.0162

4 20 130 800.705 39.5104 0.12111 30 0.0168

5 50 160 756.799 38.5390 0.15247 30 0.0148

6 70 240 451.325 46.1592 0.10587 20 0.0163

7 60 300 1243.531 38.3055 0.03546 20 0.0152

8 70 340 1049.998 40.3965 0.02803 30 0.0128

9 135 470 1658.569 36.3278 0.02111 60 0.0136

10 150 470 1356.659 38.2704 0.01799 40 0.0141

5.1.1. Simulation on Ten-Unit System without Generation Constraint

In this case, there is no generation capacity constraint imposed on the generation
units and the initial condition is set such that ∑N

i=1 Pi(0) = PD. The consensus protocol (27)
was used. The parameter for the optimization protocol (27) was selected as c = −0.1 by
virtue of Theorem 1. The total output power and generators’ active power are plotted in
Figures 3 and 4, respectively. Figure 5 shows that ICs with the VPE reach consensus. The
optimal output power of each generation unit with the optimal cost and CPU time is given
in Table 3.
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Figure 3. Total active power output without capacity constraint.
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Figure 4. Output power of ten generation nodes without capacity constraint.
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Figure 5. Consensus of ICs with the VPE.

Table 3. Optimal output power of generation units and total cost in case of no capacity limits.

Quantity Optimal Results

P1 (MW) 64.06

P2 (MW) 80.42

P3 (MW) 80.85

P4 (MW) 72.98

P5 (MW) 60.23

P6 (MW) 53.10

P7 (MW) 266.66

P8 (MW) 311.62

P9 (MW) 494.37

P10 (MW) 515.71

Total Generation (MW) 2000

Cost ×105 ($/MWh) 1.06

CPU Time (s) 1.7
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5.1.2. Simulation on Ten-Unit System Using Improved Algorithm with Capacity Constraint

In this case, the improved distributed algorithm (41) is applied on a ten-unit system
with a capacity constraint. In addition, the initial condition is not restricted to be equal to
PD. Again, c = −0.1 was selected, and we chose c0 = 2 for the modified approach (41).
The total active output power and generation units’ output power are plotted in Figures 6
and 7, respectively. The initial condition on the total power generation was taken to be
1830 MW. The simulation shows that the algorithm is able to solve the EDP considering
the generation capacity constraint and initial conditions other than PD. Figure 8 illustrates
the IC with the VPE. These ICs tend to reach consensus up until when the generation of a
generator is not saturated due to the capacity constraint, and therefore consensus is not
fully achieved. Individual generations are restricted with generation capacity limits, which
restricts generators in achieving complete consensus in the modified ICs. It can be seen in
Figure 8 that some generation units tried to achieve consensus while few could not, due to
the generation capacity limit, referring to Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Total active power output using improved consensus protocol considering capacity constraint.
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Figure 7. Output power of ten generation nodes for improved consensus protocol considering
capacity constraint.
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Figure 8. Incremental cost consensus in case of generation capacity limit constraint.

5.1.3. Simulation on Forty-Unit System under RESs

To discuss the validity of the proposed method on large-scale systems, the proposed
consensus protocol (41) was applied to a forty-unit system [48] in the presence of a capacity
constraint. Additionally, the present work also considered the renewable energy sources
in this simulation. We considered a share of 500MW from renewable sources, leading to
RP,s = 500 MW. The initial conditions were taken balanced such that ∑N

i=1 Pi(0) + RP,s =
PD. The communication topology and adjacency matrix for this system was generated
randomly using a standard uniform distribution on MATLAB for incorporating a random
behavior. Again, c = −0.1 was selected, and c0 = 2 was chosen. The total power, which
was ∑N

i=1 Pi(t), and the individual generation of each conventional unit are shown in
Figures 9 and 10, respectively. In Figure 11, the modified ICs are plotted for the sake
of analysis. The results show that most of the units achieved consensus, whereas the
remaining units attained partial consensus due to saturation to the maximum upper limit
of power generation as imposed by the generator capacity constraint. Hence, the proposed
approach can be applied to a large-scale system with capacity, non-convex, and renewable
energy constraints.
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Figure 9. Total power generation in case of forty-unit system.
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Figure 10. Individual power generation of forty units.

Figure 11. Modified IC consensus for forty-unit system.

5.2. Discussion and Comparison
5.2.1. Comparison with Centralized Algorithms

To authenticate the proposed distributed consensus-based algorithm, a comparison
between the existing centralized strategies to solve EDP-VPE and the proposed strategy
is presented in Table 4. The results obtained from the proposed algorithm are compared
in Table 4, along with those obtained from multi-objective differential evolution (MODE)
in [47] and new global particle swarm optimization (NGPSO) in [48]. For the comparison
study, we considered the case of the capacity constraint and used the approach of the
consensus protocol (41). It can be seen that the proposed strategy gives a comparable cost
(because the central methods are multi-objective schemes) with the advantage of solving
the problem in a distributed manner.

We also provided the expected time for a single node, as the previous CPU time was
computed via the central processing unit. As the generating units are working indepen-
dently in the proposed work, we can roughly compute the time of the individual node by
dividing the CPU time by the total number of units in our case. Hence, the time in our
case will be further reduced due to the use of distributed computing facilities. Note that
the communication delays in central methods and the business of central processor issues
are also eliminated in our approach. In addition, the proposed approach is not prone to
single-point failure and is resilient against attacks due to its distributed nature compared
to [11–14], [17–21], and [36,47,48]. For launching a cyber attack, an expensive attack for
blocking all generating units will be needed, rather than considering the central unit only.
In addition, the proposed approach is flexible for increasing the number of generating units,
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as it will not require an enhancement of the communication and computational powers of
the central facility. With these advantages, the proposed approach can be a better choice
than the conventional central methods.

Table 4. Generation, cost, and CPU time comparison for ten-unit system (PD = 2000 MW).

Type Centralized Centralized Distributed

Quantity MODE [47] NGPSO [48] Proposed

P1 (MW) 55.00 55.00 55.00

P2 (MW) 79.81 80.00 80.00

P3 (MW) 106.82 106.94 62.42

P4 (MW) 102.83 100.58 87.35

P5 (MW) 82.24 81.50 160.00

P6 (MW) 80.44 83.02 69.99

P7 (MW) 300.00 300.00 300.00

P8 (MW) 340.00 340.00 340.00

P9 (MW) 470.00 470.00 470.00

P10 (MW) 469.90 470.00 375.38

Cost ×105 ($/MWh) 1.1150 1.1149 1.082

CPU time (s) 9.42 – 2.00

Time for one node (s) - – 0.2 approx.

5.2.2. Comparison with Distributed Methods

The consensus protocol from [36], one of the fundamental distributed consensus-
based strategies to solve EDP, was applied on a ten-unit system. This comparison study
investigated the optimization protocol (27) under an unconstrained environment. For the
sake of comparison, we took ei to be 100 times larger than that of Table 2, and no generation
constraint was imposed in this experiment. The large value of ei was accounted for, as we
wanted to attempt to solve the EDP with th eVPE in case of a violation of the constraint
2ci > f 2

i ei. The obtained power generation Pi was used to calculate the cost from (4) and (5),
and then the obtained results were compared with the results of the proposed algorithm in
Table 5.

It is shown in Table 5 that the optimized cost for [36] with cost function (5) is more than
the optimized cost with cost function (4), which is actually logical because cost function
(4) is an ideal approximation of the fuel cost and does not incorporate the VPE. It is
also evident that the proposed algorithm gives better optimal results compared to [36]
when considering the VPE. In contrast to conventional methods [2,30,33,36,42,43,45,46],
the presented approach considered the effect of RESs for the forty-unit system. In contrast to
conventional distributed methods [2,30,33,36,42,43,45,46], the proposed approach considers
the highly nonlinear VPE constraint and employs low-carbon energy sources in the form of
solar energy. In addition to these two technical advantages, the theoretical convergence
analysis of the proposed method via the stability theory of MASs was performed in the
presence of new constraints through complex Lyapuov, graph theory, and dynamical
analysis formulation, which improves the reliability of the proposed method.
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Table 5. Comparison with distributed approach.

Quantity Existing Protocol Proposed Protocol

P1 (MW) 64.29 10.00

P2 (MW) 80.73 200.55

P3 (MW) 82.66 47.00

P4 (MW) 73.00 206.99

P5 (MW) 61.17 50.02

P6 (MW) 52.11 164.46

P7 (MW) 266.32 266.71

P8 (MW) 299.61 315.45

P9 (MW) 494.20 366.00

P10 (MW) 525.91 372.81

Cost without VPE ×105 ($/MWh) 1.058 –

Cost with VPE ×105 ($/MWh) 1.257 1.144

Total generation (MW) 2000 2000

5.3. CPU Time

To emphasize the fact that the proposed approach can solve the optimization prob-
lem significantly more quickly than the existing centralized methods, the CPU time was
calculated for all test systems. Due to the distributed framework of optimization, the com-
putation time was significantly reduced compared to central methods. This is shown and
compared in Table 4. In addition, Table 6 is provided, which compares the CPU time for
the proposed approach as applied on different benchmark test systems. The authors want
to emphasize the fact that these CPU times were calculated for the whole simulation time,
and should not be confused with the convergence time of the ICs. In addition, it should be
noted that these simulations were conducted on a central processor. When this algorithm is
implemented in real-time on a distributed controller in the framework of MASs, the CPU
time will be much shorter than those reported in the article.

Table 6. CPU time comparison.

Test System with Approach CPU Time (s)

Ten-unit unconstrained 1.7

Ten-unit constrained 2.0

Forty-unit unconstrained 5.4

Forty-unit constrained 13.5

Recently, some Lyapunov and energy function methods were reported for a better con-
vergence analysis as in [52–55]. In the future, these methods can be applied for investigating
comprehensive convergence properties.

6. Conclusions

This paper considered a distributed optimization approach for the EDP under the
VPE and solar energy constraints over a communication topology. The generators were
assumed to be equipped with smart devices, such as transmitters, receivers, and real-time
computational facilities. The proposed strategy applied power generation as an updation
variable and modified ICs as consensus variables for dealing with cost optimization under
clean energy sources by accounting for solar energy distribution properties. In contrast
with the conventional central optimization methods, the proposed distributed approach is
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cooperative, resilient against cyber attacks, not limited to one-point failure, does not have
delays due to the dispatch center, and does not have a server business issue with respect to
the central unit. In addition, it can be easily extended for increasing the number of units
and requires less computational effort due to it having a simple algorithm and the division
of the algorithm at several nodes. Compared with the existing distributed approaches,
the designed distributed consensus protocol deals with the highly nonlinear constraint
of the VPE and incorporates a solar energy system for attaining low-carbon footprints.
Simulation results for medium-scale and large-scale systems were performed along with
a comparison with central and distributed methods. With respect to central methods,
the CPU time for the proposed algorithm was found to be quite better. Compared with
the existing distributed methods, our approach provides a better optimal cost due to the
consideration of the VPE constraint. In future, a more practical approach for considering
a realistic network reconfiguration, including the sizing and allocation of the distributed
energy hubs, will be considered for a distributed optimization framework.
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Appendix A. Consensus and Supply–Demand Conditions

We took support from Lyapunov stability theory, and considered the following Lya-
punov function [56,57]:

V =
N

∑
i=1

εT
i εi

2Θi
. (A1)

Note that Θi is a positive scalar because of 2ci > f 2
i ei, leading to s(t, Pi) > 0, and resulting

in the LPV parameter Θi > 0. Taking the time-derivative of V gives

V̇ =
N

∑
i=1

εT
i ε̇i

Θi
. (A2)

Applying (40) leads to

V̇ =
N

∑
i=1

εT
i c

N

∑
j=1

lijε j. (A3)

The expansion and evaluation of these sums along with eT = [ε1, ε2, ..., εN ] imply that

V̇ = eTcLe. (A4)

By application of Lemma 1, we have

V̇ ≤ cλo(L)eTe. (A5)

Since c < 0, V̇ < 0 is made. This implies that ICs with the valve-point loading effect
reach consensus with each other. Hence, the first optimality condition in Lemma 3 has
been validated.
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To assure the second condition of Lemma 3 related to the supply–demand balance, we
move towards the generation dynamics. Substituting (32) into (33) leads to the generation
dynamics for the ith generator as follows.

Ṗi = c
N

∑
j=1

aij(ηi, f − ηj, f ). (A6)

For achieving total generation dynamics, we applied the summation to the above-mentioned
ith generation to achieve

N

∑
i=1

Ṗi = c
N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

aij(ηi, f − ηj, f ). (A7)

The expansion and evaluation of these sums reduce the right side to zero. Therefore,
the total generation dynamics will follow

N

∑
i=1

Ṗi = 0. (A8)

Equation (A8) implies that ∑N
i=1 Pi remains constant during the dispatch process. Hence,

∑N
i=1 Pi + RP,s = PD, and the second optimality condition in Lemma 3 also holds.
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